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Part 2: Lessons from the Field

The Core of Most Effective EWS

A rich set of knowledge has accrued from local experience over the last seven years.  

Features at the core of the most effective EWS include:

• Someone or some organization believed EWS were needed and became its champion and shepherd. 

• A leadership team shared the champion’s view. 

• End-users had an important role in shaping the EWS.

• Decisions were made about goals for the EWS both in terms of what it would achieve, and, as a system, it would do.

• Perfection was not attained in one swipe. EWS evolved over time as roadblocks of many kinds were overcome.  

Two and three years can be necessary.

• Many EWS began small and learned lessons from pilot efforts before expanding. In other cases, EWS were a separate 

component of larger state or district data systems initially developed for other purposes. They have evolved, building on 

the increasing technical sophistication of the larger data system and the evolving ability to reduce complex information to 

simple presentations. 

• Thresholds and lags were determined based on the ABCs, and a few additional, locally relevant indicators included based 

on local analysis.

• Student records were lagged when school adults recognized that one or more thresholds were being reached, and those 

students were placed on a support list. Some support lists have 10 students while others may have hundreds. 

• Schools determined their capacity for helping support list students. The size of the list, and availability of help and time, 

forced choices and often caused new partners to be sought, both internally within school buildings and externally from  

the community.

• Teams of educators and others responsible for support list students matched available interventions with needs— 

or designed new ones.

• Student records are reviewed frequently—often bi-weekly. In the best cases, teams of educators who share the same 

students shared pertinent knowledge about the students, monitored the effect of interventions, and created new 

assistance plans. 

• As technology improved and data systems integrated, short, simple analytical reports and data dashboards were being 

created that were easy to view, understand, and act on.

• Educators and other users were supported in understanding and using data, with tools ranging from web-based manuals to 

professional development. Often the most effective support came from coaches.

• Data was kept and shared about the success of interventions. New efforts focus on understanding the eficacy of and 

determining the best intervention for different students in different situations.


